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BOYS*

GIRLS*

Traditional Charcoal Grey school trousers or shorts

Charcoal Grey skirt or pinafore dress (lighter or darker)
– No shorter than slightly above knee.

Not black or blue

If selecting trousers or shorts – they
must conform to the requirements for
boys set out opposite.

No particular make but they must be smart and
'suit-style' i.e. conservatively fitted (not over-tight,
flared, loose, low slung, denim, or boot cut), no
denim, cord or stretch material.

Summer Dress with white socks – Blue
gingham check – as an alternative to the
above at any time during the year.

Blue school shirt

Blue shirt or blouse

A shirt must be worn within the classroom and must
be the blue shade indicated in the picture. The shirt
will need to be tucked into trousers when in the
school building.
Tie must be worn with shirt. Only
available from Broadwater Sports and
school reception. Elasticated tie
typically used in lower school –
children move to traditional tie when
able to tie independently – usually Y4
onwards.

School V Neck Jumper or Cardigan with school
logo - Only available from Broadwater Sports

A shirt must be worn within the
classroom and must be the blue shade indicated in the
picture. The shirt will need to be tucked into trousers
when in the school building – not at playtime. – the use
of tailored girls shirts designed to fit outside of trousers
does not change this expectation.
Tie must be worn with shirt. Only
available from Broadwater Sports and
school reception. Elasticated tie typically
used in lower school – children move to
traditional tie when able to tie
independently – usually Y4 onwards.

School V Neck Jumper or Cardigan with school logo Only available from Broadwater Sports

*Although the gender indication above is typically the uniform worn by boys and girls respectively. The uniform
is not gender specific and is interchangeable to supoprt a families preferences. Whatever preference exists
though, full school uniform must be worn by each individual child.
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BOYS*

GIRLS*

Traditional black shoes or black trainers with black
laces or black Velcro strap.

Traditional Black school shoes or black trainers – no
heels

No other colour flash, stripe or manufacturers label
is permitted on the side of the sole or the main shoe
(the upper).

None of the shoes below are permitted as they
have white soles, manufacturers labels or are fabric
based upper.

No boots are permitted at any time during the year – as
a guide nothing above the ankle e.g.

The only exception to this would be when there is snow
lying on the ground.
Grey or black socks only. White socks should be
worn in PE ony

Grey socks (white socks with Gingham summer dress)
Grey, Navy blue or red tights (tights must be traditional
wool school tights)

Hijab – Children are welcome to wear a Hijab/Headscarf or Head covering as part of religious
observance. The hijab must be plain navy only.
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Luggage
Space is a premium within school, especially as the school moves closer to capacity with
720 children and in excess of 90 staff. Children need to fit their luggage within one locker
– 40cm x 40cm x 25cm:


Coat



Book Bag (Chesswood brand optional)



PE Kit Bag (Chesswood brand optional)



Lunch Box – if applicable

Equipment for Learning
Your child will need to bring some of their own items of equipment – please make every
reasonable effort to name all equipment. The basic needs are as follows:
Essential


Small Pencil Case



Handwriting Pen – Blue only as mistakes with blue pen are more
forgiving than black. (Children are not permitted to use biro). Once your
child is a competent and fluent writer, they are encouraged to write with
fountain pen – again this must be blue



HB pencils – either traditional pencil or pencil with changeable leads



Pencil Sharpener



30 cm ruler



Rubber – please use a white rubber to avoid creating coloured marks on
child’s work



Water Bottle – approximately 0.5l bottle with
sealable top. This should be taken home and
cleaned daily. We would advise having more
than one bottle available in case of loss or
damage. The water bottle will be on your
child’s desk throughout the day and they are
encouraged to drink throughout the day.



Only plain water should be given to your child to drink.



Fizzy drinks or flavoured drinks are not allowed.



An A4 zipped wallet is useful for transporting work to and from school.



Colouring pencils (not felt tips)



Highlighter pens



Coloured gel pens



Glue Stick – e.g. Pritt stick style

Optional

All stationery items are available for purchase from the reception desk.
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Sports and Play Equipment
The school maintains a large stock of sports and play equipment for outdoor and indoor
play. Occasionally the sports and play equipment gets broken, lost, stolen or launched
into neighbouring properties or the train line – this is upsetting to children and can lead to
avoidable conflicts. As a result, children must not bring any play or sports equipment into
school unless this is on the request of their class teacher or other person in authority
within the school.

Mobile Phones


Mobile phones are permitted but not encouraged.



If a parent believes it is necessary to for a child to bring a phone it must remain
switched off once a child is on the school grounds until they leave school grounds.



It must also remain switched off if the child is off the school premises during the
school day and engaged in school business e.g. swimming.



The security of the phone is a child’s responsibility. To lessen the risk of theft the
phone may be kept on a child’s person as long as, in the opinion of the child’s teacher
it does not distract the child or others from the business of learning.

Failure to respect the rules above will mean the phone will be confiscated and will only
be handed back to the child’s parent. If a child persistently challenges the rules above
they will not be permitted to have a phone on the school premises.

Make Up


Make up is not permitted for any child. This includes nail varnish, eye liner, mascara,
foundation, lipstick etc.



Tattoo transfers are not permitted



Transparent lip balm is permitted and encouraged.

If a child is thought to be wearing make up, they will not be allowed out to play until it is
completely removed by them.

Jewellery
We encourage all children to wear a watch for school – analogue or digital. Other
jewellery is not typically permitted unless there are exceptional religious reasons
supported by an authorised religious leader.

Earrings
We strongly recommend parents should only allow their children to pierce their ears at
the beginning of the summer holiday only (End of July). Children may wear a single or a
pair of stud type earrings only – no loops or dangly earrings are permitted due to risk of
catching and being ripped out with exuberant play by themselves or others.
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For safety reasons, we expect children to be able to take out their own earrings for PE
and games. In exceptional circumstances, tape will be provided when a parent has not
supported the school policy and a child is unable to remove them independently – in this
instance we would expect the parent to train their child to remove the earrings in the
shortest period possible (i.e. by the following Monday). This ensures children are fully
able to participate in PE at the beginning of September (i.e. the earrings can be removed
without the ear closing up).
Other jewellery including necklaces and bracelets are not permitted at any time (other
than medical emergency notification bracelets and jewellery worn as part of religious
observance).

Hair
Haircuts should be sensible – shaved areas, tram lines, mohicans and dyed hair are not
permitted (this includes dip-dying). Parents are expected to fully support this rule and not
allow their children to receive such haircuts.
Within PE and science lessons, children with long hair (touching shoulders) must wear
their hair tied back or plait it for reasons of health and safety. A child must be able to tie
their own hair back and should have a hair band to do so.
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Physical Education
COVID-19 due to changing restrictions and class bubbles children must attend and
remain in school throughout the school day on the days when they have PE timetabled.

Boys

Girls

Essential Core Kit – available only from Essential Core Kit – available only from
Broadwater Sports
Broadwater Sports


Blue polo shirt with red trim and school logo



Blue polo shirt with red trim and school logo



Blue shorts with red trim



Blue shorts with red trim or Blue Skort



PE Kit Bag



PE Kit Bag

Widely Available – not specific to Broadwater Widely Available – not specific to Broadwater
Sports:
Sports:


o Red football socks

o Red football socks

Trainers – providing appropriate support for
your child’s feet – NO PLIMSOLS

 must be clean if used indoors

Trainers – providing appropriate support for
your child’s feet – NO PLIMSOLS



As foot protection, used in all
activities other than dance and
gymnastics



must be clean if used indoors



As foot protection, used in all
activities other than dance and
gymnastics

Winter (Outside)


Blue Jogging Bottoms.

Winter (Outside)



Gloves



Blue Jogging Bottoms.



Hat



Gloves



Hat

Optional




Pupil’s initials on PE kit
(available from Broadwater
Sports)

Optional


Chesswood Sweat Shirt
Hoodie with logo (not to be worn outside of 
PE lessons i.e. in lessons)

Pupil’s initials on PE kit
(available from Broadwater
Sports)
Chesswood Sweat Shirt
Hoodie with logo (not to be worn outside of
PE lessons i.e. in lessons)

Before the lesson, all jewellery must be removed - for safety
reasons.

Changing – All children in Year 4-6 change for PE and sport in a
single gender classroom – Y3 change in their own classroom. For
added discretion children are welcome to wear ‘poncho’ style cover.
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